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ON SOME PROCEDURES SUPPORTING MULTICRITERIA
COOPERATIVE DECISIONS

Lech KRUŚ*

Abstract. The paper deals with cooperation problems in the case of several parties
having different sets of criteria measuring their payoffs. It presents interactive procedures
supporting multicriteria analysis and procedures aiding consensus seeking through a
mediation process. Using ideas of the game theory, a mathematical model describing
cooperation situations and deriving possible payoffs of parties can be constructed. The
model is base for the analysis made. Solution concepts developed in the cooperative game
theory are applied in the mediation pr,ocess. Using the procedures a computer-based system
supporting analysis carried on by the parties can be constructed, so that the final decision
about the cooperation can be made consciously.

Keywords: multicriteria analysis, cooperative games, cornputer-based systems, utility
theory, mediation

l. Introduction

In the paper support of cooperative decisions with use of computer based systems is
discussed. Mathematical modeling, the theory of cooperative games, methods of
multicriteria analysis, methods of uti1ity function and computational methods of
optirnization create the theoretical basis for the support.

Let several parties consider realization of a joint project. They negotiate participation in
the costs of the project as well as in the profit expected after the project realization. Each
party has its own, different vector of criteria, characterizing the party's payoff from the
project and has own independent preferences among the criteria. The problem is considered
in the space being Cartesian produet of the multicriteria spaces of the parties as the
multicriteria bargaining problem. The computer based system should aid the decision
analysis of the problem. It should also support selection of the solution being fair and
acceptable by all the parties. The mentioned solution inc1udes engagements of the parties in
the project and allocation of the benefits from the project.
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Iterative procedures aiding multicriteria analysis and supporting a mediation process
leading to a consensus in the negotiation are presented in the paper. They are inspired by the
single negotiation text procedure proposed by R. Fisher, which is frequently applied in
international negotiations.

The proposed approach includes construction of substantive model of the decision
situation, application of the interactive procedures and construction of the computer based
system supporting the decision analysis made by each party. In the procedures cooperative
mediation proposais are derived taking into account the criteria and the preferences of the
parties. The mediation proposais are derived on the base of solution concepts of the
cooperative games extended on the multicriteria case. Combining multicriteria analysis and
the mediation process with application of the solution concepts taken from the game theory
seems to be original element of the work in comparison to other papers dealing with
computer-based support in negotiations. The system is treated only as an analytical tooI.
The final decisions are made by the parties, and the parties are also responsible for the
decisions. The computer-based system implementing the procedures can be considered as a
third party aiding concession seeking. Parties engaged in a cooperation problem, using the
system, can learn the nature of the problem and learn possible mediation proposais to make
the final decision consciously.

The application area includes among others analysis of cooperation in the case of
innovative activities, education systems and cost allocation problems. The references
attached include among others selected papers dealing with computer-based support in
negotiations [3, 6-10, 12-19], relating to the multicriteria decision analysis [11-14, 17, 19,
26, 27, 35-37], to the utility function approach [5, 20-23, 30, 31, 33, 34] and to the game
theory [4, 24, 28, 30, 32].

2. Some basie notions regarding negotiations

2.1. Third party aid

Parties can negotiate directly or can accept third party aid. The third party aid can be made
by a facilitator, a mediator or an arbitration. According to definitions made by Raiffa [29] a
facilitator is a person who arranges for the relevant parties to come to the negotiating table.
The facilitator may choose not to get involved in the actual process of negotiation, but he
may play a facilitating role in implementing the agreement. A mediator is an impartial
outsider who tries to aid the negotiators in their quest to find a compromise agreement. The
mediator can help with the negotiation process, but he does not have the authority to dictate
a solution. An arbitrator (or arbiter), after hearing the arguments and proposals of a11 sides
and after finding out "the facts," may also try to lead the negotiators to devise their own
solutions or may suggest reasonable solutions; but if these preliminary actions fail, the
arbitrator has the authority to impose a solution. The negotiators might voluntarily subrnit
their dispute for arbitration, or the arbitration might be imposed on them by some higher
authority. A roles manipulator is given the authority to alter or constrain the process of
negotiation - or, put another way, to modify the rules ofthe game.



2.2. BATNA concept

Each party before the negotiations should derive its Best Altemative To Negotiated

Agreement abbreviated further as BATNA (see Fisher, Ury [1] ). In the negotiations a party

can compare analyzed proposais to the derived BATNA .

Let us look at a simple two parties - one issue bargaining when a buyer and a selIer

negotiate price of a commodity. The selIer and the buyer have reservation prices, rs and rk

respectively, based on (BATNA concept) - the best alternatives to the negotiated

agreement. The agreement is possible if there exists agreement zone : r, < rk.

agreement zone

seller reservation price buyer reservation price

Figure 1. One issue bargaining

The buyer will not agree for the price higher than rb and respectively the seller will not

agree for the price lower than rs. In this zone the bargainers can settle an agreement price

but might not come to any agreement, even if the zone is not empty.

2.3. Classical cooperative games

The cooperation situations are modeled in the cooperative game theory: as so called

bargaining problem for two and more players, and as models of the cooperative games in

which the players can create different coalitions. The classical axiomatic theory of

bargaining has been developed by Nash [24], Raiffa [28], Kalai, Smorodinsky [4], Roth

[30], Thomson [32], and many others. The classical bargaining problem in the case of two

and many issues is fonnulated in the theory in terms of utilities. Two parties (players) can

reach any of the payoffs from the agreement set S, if they unanimously agree. The

disagreement point d defines payoffs of the players in the case when they do not reach such

an agreement. It is derived on the base of BATNA concept, in particular it can be the status

quo point.
A solution of the bargaining problem is considered as a method to choose a point from

the set S, accepted by rational players. Different solution concepts are proposed under

different set ofaxioms (assumed properties describing feeling of faimess) the solution

should fulfilI. The argumentation for acceptation of the solution concept by the players is

the following: if rational players agree on a selected set ofaxioms- principles and accept

them as fair, why they should not accept the solution concept which fulfilIs the axioms.
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Figure 2. Classical representation of the bargaining problem

It seems be reasonable to use .such solution concepts to derive mediation or arbitration
proposals in negotiations and also in the case when a decision maker would like to propose
cooperative solution taking into account not only own but also partners' benefits. An
example of the last case is considered by Kulikowski and Krus [23], referring to a private
high school, deriving and propos ing the tuition level which is beneficial not only for the
school but also for students.

2.4. Mediation process using Single Negotiation Text (SNT) procedure

The SNT procedure proposed by Roger Fisher, has been effectively applied in the Camp
David negotiations. In the Camp David, USA, 1978, Jimmy Carter invited Monachem
Begin representing Israel and Anwar el Sadat representing Egipt, to negotiate conditions of
Middle East peace. The opponents started form very hard positional negotiations, so that the
negotiations have failed after few rounds without any progress.

100 Israel's real
reservation price

Egipt

Izrael 100

Figure 3. Steps in the single negotiation text procedure applied in the Camp David
negotiations

Then a different approach has been applied proposed by Roger Fisher, who was an
adviser of Jimmy Carter. According to the approach opponents should not discuss tasks
independently nor fonnulate and consider counterproposals. They obtain and analyze, in



consecutive rounds, proposals prepared by the mediator. In each round they work on the
same "single" text. On the base of their opinions and suggestions, the mediator prepares
improved propos al being analyzed in the next round.

In the Camp David sumrnit Jimmy Carter was a mediator, who presented successive
proposals prepared by a team of advisers. Progress of the negotiations is presented
schematically in Figure 3 (see Raiffa [29]). Achievements in tenns of utilities of the
opponents are measured in the scales of 100% of their wishes. The negotiation has started
form SNTl proposal. After several rounds the opponents have exceeded their real
reservation prices, and finally have reached an agreement. Characterizing shortly the SNT
procedure: it is multi round process, Single Negotiation Text is analyzed in each round and
we can observe progression in the space of utilities.

3. Problem formulation

To describe the cooperation situation an extension of the classical bargaining problem is
considered in the case of n decision makers (DM) called further players, each having
multicriteria payoffs. Each DM (player) i = l, ...,11,has defined:

- a vector of decision variables x, ERki, where ki is number of the variables .of the player
i,

- a vector of criteria (to be maxirnized) Yi ER
lll i

, where mi is number of criteria of the
player i.

A mathematical model describing the decision situation is given, defming:
- a set of adrnissible decisions X eRK

, where RK = Rk
] x ... xRkn is the space of decisions

of all the players,
- a space of payoffs of all the players R"" =Rm/ x ... xR"m , it is the Cartesian produet of

the multicriteria spaces of the players' payoff,
- a function F : X --+R"" defming vectors of the players' payoffs for given values of

decision variables. In the case of continuous function F and compact set X , the set of
attainable payoffs yD=F(X) is also compact.

It is assumed that each player has his own reservation point d,ERmi assumed in his
multicriteria space on the base of the BATNA concept. Then the Multicriteria Bargaining
Problem (MBP) can be defined by the disagreement point d=(dJ, ...dn) ERM, and the
agreement set S consisting of the points of the set YOeRM dominating the point d. Each
point of the agreement set can be reached if all the players unanimously agree, Le the
problem consists in selection of the point from the set S, which could be accepted by all the
players.

Let us see the following facts regarding the problem formulation. Each DM (player) has
his own set of criteria, in general different, The set of the attainable payoffs YO is considered
in the space RM being Cartesian produet of individual multicriteria spaces of the players.
The set is in general not given explicitly. However multicriteria payoffs of each player can
be derived by a computer-based system for given values of the decision variables of all the
players, using model relations.



An example of multicriteria bargaining problem is presented in Figure 4 in the case of

two players. Player 1 has criteria YJI and Y/2. player 2 has onIy one criterion y-,

--t-_=------~ I'

Figure 4. An example of multicriteria bargaining problem

The disagreement point d is based on BATNA of each player. In general case derivation

of the disagreement point mayaIso require additional multicriteria analysis made by each

player. The agreement set S is defined by model relations, and in general is not lmown

explicitly. The ideal point in the criteria space of the player 1 is aIso shown denoted by 1/.

4. Procedures supporting analysis and consensus seeking

4.1. Multicriteria analysis

Each player starts independently from interactive multicriteria analysis of the problem. The

analysis is called unilateral, as the player looks for the outcome being the best from the

point of view of "his own preferences about criteria. During the analysis he can obtain

information about possible outcomes for different assumptions about his preferences. He

has also to make assumptions about the counter players' outcomes or counter players'

preferences. The analysis can be made applying the reference point approach developed by

Wierzbicki [32-34] with use of the order approximation functions. According the approach

the player assumes reference points in the space of his criteria and the system generates

respective outcomes which are Pareto optimal in the set S. For some number of reference

points assumed by a player, a characterization of the Pareto frontier of the set S can be

obtained.
Outcomes characterizing the Pareto frontier in the case of i-th player are derived by:

max[s (y;(x),y/')]
XEXo

(1)

where:
y* is a reference point assumed by the player in the space Rl/li,

y;(x) defines vector of criteria of the i-the player, which are dependent onthe vector x of

decision variables, by the model relations,



s(y,y ·) is the order approximating achievement function,
The function

S(Yj, Yi*)= miUI:S;j:s;mi [aj{Yji-Y*jD + ami+ILi=lmi aj{Yji-Y*ji)], (2)

states an example of the achievement function suitable in this case, where Y;*ERIII
; is a

reference point, aj, lśjś17lż, are scaling coefficients, and am;+J>O is a small parameter.
The assumed reference points and the obtained Pareto outcomes are stored in a data

base, so that a characterization of the Pareto frontier can be made and analyzed by the
player.

Figure 5 presents results of the unilateral, interactive analysis made by the player 1 in his
criteria space for two different assumptions about the second player outcomes: l-st - for the
counter player's outcomes assumed on the level of d, and 2-nd - for the counter player's
aspirations assumed by the player 1.

Using the reference point approach the player can generate a number of such
characterizations of the Pareto frontier. At the end, the player is asked to indicate the
preferred outcome.

The unilateral analysis is made by each player. Information about the indicated preferred
outcomes of all the players are collected.

reference points characterization of the Pareta frontier
presented by the system (counterplayer's

Y12 J~~!~n lhe level ~

JI I ,11' 1'//

f J /// ...» ...........

Ii l' •./'././/...........,/.,. characterization of the Pareta frontier
/ //' / . /'~'-_. presented by the system (for assumed

V/ /~/,<./-'''''''''''' ~_." ._,--_. counterplayer's preferred reference point)
~ ,r derivedas lenlalive GRoulcomes

Figure 5. Characterizations of the Pareto frontier obtained during unilateral
analysis

4.2. Supporting mediation process

A procedure supporting mediation process has been proposed under inspiration of the
Single Negotiation Text (SNT). It consists of sequence of rounds t=1,2, ... T. Rules of the
procedure can be point out as follows:

in each round each player supported by the computer based system makes
interactive unilateral analysis in his criteria space and indicates a required



improvement direction of his outcome according to his preferences among the
criteria,
the computer-based system generates consecutive mediation proposais on the
base of the improvement directions indicated by all players,
each player analyzes the propos ais and corrects required improvements of his
outcome and the system generates new improved mediation proposal.

The consecutive mediation proposal dl is generated in the round t on the base of the
players indications, according to the scheme:

dO=d,

d l=d 1-1+ a l . [G 1 _ d l-I], for t=1, 2, T, (3)

where a l=min {a"• ....•a III}, a" is so called confidence coefficient assumed by the player i
in the round t, O< s < a" <1, G I is the game solution ca1culated in the round t, for example
the Raiffa solution, generalized on multicriteria case.

In the Cartesian produet of multicriteria spaces of the players' payoffs a point is derived
which is a composition of the preferred outcomes indicated by the players after the
unilateral analysis. This point denoted by UR in Figure 6 is called the relative utopia point.
It relates to aspirations of the players. In fact it is derived according to the players
preferences expressed after the unilateral analysis. In general it is different than the ideal
point defined by the maximai values of criteria in the S set.

Y12 preferred reference point selected by the player 1

preferred Pareto outcome selected by the player 1

Figure 6. Relative utopia and generalized Raiffa solution

The generalized Raiffa solution GR is the maximai point in S, on the line linking the
disagreement point d and the relative utopia UR. Each player assuming the confidence
coefficient relatively small, less then 1, can limit increase of the payoffs of all the players in
the given round as it is presented in Figure 7. A tentative mediation proposal is derived
according to the formula (6).

The tentative mediation proposal derived in the round t is treated as the disagreement
point d I in the next round t+1. Next, unilateral analysis is made by each player who
explores the set of points belonging to S and dominating the d I point. It is illustrated by
Figure 8.
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preferred reference point selected by the player I

tentative mediation proposal derived by the system after the first round for the
confidence coefficient assumed by players

Figure 7. Tentative mediation proposal

YI2 preferred reference point selected by the player 1

Y\I

tentative mediation proposal derived by the system after the
first round for the confidence coefficient assumed by players.

Set of points of S
dominating cJI

dl

Figure 8. The mediation proposal is treated as the disagreement point in the
problem analyzed in the next round.

4.3. Mediation proposaIs based on different gam e solution concepts

Comparison of solution concepts in multicriteria bargaining problem is presented in Figure
9. The preferred outcome selected by a player defines a direction in his multicriteria space.
The directions of a11 players define a hyperplane in the Cartesian



Figure 9. GeneraIized Raiffa, egaIitarian and Nash soIution concepts in
multicriteria game

produet of the spaees. The relative utopia and generalized Raiffa solutions lay in the
hyperplane. Other theoretieal solutions of the game theory laying on the hyperplane ean be
eonsidered based for example on the egalitarian eoneept or Nash eooperative solution
eoneept.

The egalitarian solution (denoted by G E ) maximizes gain of equal eoordinates. It
satisfies axioms of weak Pareto optimality, symmetry, strong monotonieity.

The Nash eooperative solution G N maximizes the produet of the payoffs inereases. It
satisfies the axioms of Pareto optimality, symmetry, seale invarianee, independenee of
irrelevant altematives (see Nash [24]).



Mentioned before generalized Raiffa solution concept satisfies axioms of weak Pareto
optima lity, symmetry, scale invariance, restricted monotonicity (Krus, Bronisz [13]) .

Figure 10 presents the case of three parties, each having only one criterion y], Y2, Y3
respectively, when the Raiffa solution is only weakly Pareto point, even if the set S is
convex. Imai [3] proposed the way to improve the solution to the Pareto optimal one, so that
no player loose. The idea can be generalized on multicriteria case as it is proposed here.

YI
,

/'
/

... I'
Y3 ~':....J/

Figure 10. Raiffa and Imai solution concepts in a three party bargaining problem

Given multicriteria bargaining problem (S,d). An affine transformation L:RA1 ~RM is
introduced satisfying for kE [1, . ..M]: Lk(z)=(Zk-dk)/(Uk-dk), where u, is klh coordinate of the
relative utopia vector UR.

Let >Iex be lexicographic ordering on RM i.e. for any z,YERM
z>lex y if and only if there

is k E[l, ... M] satisfying ZYYk andzj=Yjfor i<k. Also let P: RM
~RM be such that for zERM,

there is a permutation on [1, ... ,M], n; with P(z)= 1t*z and PI(z)5P2(z)5: . ..5PM(z).

The solution concept is proposed in the form

O'(S,d,UR)= {z ES: P[L(z)]>lex P[L(y)] for any y ES} (4).

The solution is Pareto optimal in S. If the generalized Raiffa-Kalai-Smorodinsky
solution OR is Pareto optimal then OI=OR.

In Figure 10 the agreement set S has the form of the prism drown in bold lines. The
Raiffa solution concept OR is defined by the intersection of the line linking the ideal J and
the disagreement pint d, with the frontier of the prism. It is only weekly Pareto point. The
Imai concept Ol is Pareto optimal. It improves the payoff Y2 of the 2-nd party, not
decreasing payoffs of the l-st and the 3-rd party. In the multicriteria case discussed here, the
generalized Imai solution is based not on the Ideal point but on the Relative Utopia point
which depends on preference of the players. Therefore the solution is looked for in the
interactive multi round procedure.



5. Finał remarks

In the paper procedures aiding multicriteria analysis and supporting consensus seeking a are
proposed. The procedures can be implemented in a computer-based system . The
cooperation problem is formulated with use of the game theory ideas. The multicriteria
analysis of the problem is made independent1y by parties with use of the reference point
approach. Each player assuming reference point in the space of his criteria can generate
with use of the system a set of outcomes characterizing Pareto frontier of possible
outcomes. It is made by solving maximization problems with specially constructed
achievement functions. The system generates also Pareto optimal compromise outcomes.
They are derived taking into account the information on the parties preferences expressed in
a special interactive process. The outcomes satisfy axiorns of cooperative solutions
formulated in the theory of games generalized on the multicriteria case. They can be treated
as mediation proposais aiding the players in looking for the consensus. Parties using the
system can understand the nature of the cooperation problem, can leam what their real
preferences among the criteria are, can analyze possible outcomes, and can make the final
decision about cooperation consciously.

The paper continues the line of research presented in the references [12-19]. It is a part
of the research inc1uding development of methods and computer experiments in the case of
different cooperation problems. The research inc1udes decision situation described by the
multicriteria bargaining problems, but also by the multicriteria noncooperative games, the
multicriteria cooperative games with and without side payments. In the research the utility
function approach, being an altemative to the direct multicriteria analysis, is also developed.
In particular concepts proposed by R. Kulikowski [20-23] are applied to support decision
analysis taking into account the presence of risk. The concepts extend ideas developed in
the papers [5, 25, 31, 33, 34] . They are applied among others in the case of financial
analysis [20, 22], analysis of innovative activities [16, 21] and analysis of education
decisions [23] .
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